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QUALITY
Committed to quality throughout, Solar Solve Marine has a policy of continuous
improvement.
We recognise that quality products and services can only be achieved by quality
people combined with quality facilities to ensure maximum reliability and
performance. Continuous investment in people and facilities gives our customers
confidence in the quality of Solar Solve’s products. Our staff take pride in their
work and reputation for quality and learn the skills needed to manufacture high
quality, reliable products at our in-house Training Centre.
All ROLASOLV® roller blinds are custom made and can be ordered direct from
our factory or from our worldwide network of specialist Distributors. Technical
data sheets and quotation / order forms are available on request – please ask for
details.
FREE Technical Support Helpline – if you have any questions about the
installation, operation or wiring of a roller blind or screen then our knowledgeable
staff are ready to assist you. Contact us using the details below.
If you are looking for something outside of our standard range then please
contact us to discuss your individual requirements.
Solar Solve Marine is a member of the British Marine Equipment Association and
Society of Maritime Industries.
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Marine Interior Roller Blinds for Accomodation Area Windows
Est. 1975

Ideal for cabins, cinemas, offices, restaurants, training rooms, control rooms and other passenger and crew accommodation and working
wo
area windows.

ROLASOLV®
From the manufacturers of SOLASOLV® anti-glare roller sunscreens

Established in 1975, Solar Solve Marine has almost 40 years
experience manufacturing roller blinds and screens. Providing
flexible solutions to overcome the effects of heat, glare and
UV fading from the sun, we have developed a company
capable of producing quality products and providing a high
level of service to the marine industry.
In line with our company policy to ensure 100% customer satisfaction,
unrivalled customer service,
high quality products and continuous
improvement we are delighted to offer an enhanced range of marine interior
roller blinds - ROLASOLV®.

CASSLITE® roller blinds provide privacy and sun screening
without total blackout of daylight. They are housed inside a
protective aluminium headbox.

Solar Solve Marine provide a flexible design, manufacture and installation
service for specifiers, designers and architects. Our roller blinds and
sunscreens have been designed for wheelhouse / navigation bridge windows
and passenger / accommodation area windows. All products are custom made
to order and manufactured to withstand the demanding marine environment.

DIMMLITE® roller blinds provide privacy and sun screening
without a cassette headbox – a practical and cost effective
solution.

**NEW PRODUCTS**
STOPLITE® & VARYSTOP®

ROLASOLV® roller blinds offer a versatile, stylish and practical solution
providing comfort and a high quality finish synonymous with Solar Solve
Marine.

Type Approved roller blinds that stop in ANY position. Ideal for
room darkening requirements and allows crew to sleep even
during the day!

Outside recess version shown in
photo. Inside recess also available.

Our impressive and diverse client portfolio includes P & O, Princess Cruises,
Carnival, Bourbon Offshore and the MOD. Through our experience supplying
roller blinds to a wide range of vessels all over the world we have gained an
extensive knowledge of the marine market and we understand the
requirements of shipyards, shipowners, designers and interior outfitting
specialists. Because we manufacture all products in our UK factory we can
easily respond to customer requirements and specifications.
As the comfort and well-being of passengers and crew on board vessels
becomes increasingly important there is more demand for high quality, marine
certified interior items. Available in both lightweight and heavy-duty systems,
the ROLASOLV® range is available in a wide choice of high quality flame
retardant fabrics all with BS5438 flame spread certification.
Suitable for newbuilds and retrofits, ROLASOLV® roller blinds are specified for
accommodation area windows on a wide range of ships and offshore vessels
including ferries, cruise ships, rigs, platforms, flotels, FPSO’s and specialist
accommodation vessels.
An anodised aluminium headbox protects the LITETITE® and CASSLITE®
fabrics from dust and damage. The aluminium profile can be custom painted in
various colours and a choice of finishes to provide a co-ordinated look.
Optional side guide channels are available to ensure the blinds remain close to
the window to prevent light ingress and vibration.
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Wide choice of high performance flame
retardant fabrics

Depending on performance requirements, ROLASOLV® roller blinds
are available in a wide range of flame retardant fabrics to meet
modern marine interior requirements. Fabrics are available with various
light filtering options. Other features including colour fastness, light
fastness, resistance to extreme temperatures and fading, suitable for
damp conditions, rot proof and most can be easily cleaned. Whatever
your requirements, we can recommend a suitable fabric.
Blackout fabrics are available in a choice of colours including navy,
cream, light grey, white, and of course...black! Specialist fabrics are
available on request.

The LITETITE® roller system turns day into night. It provides
total blackout and privacy by combining special light
blocking side channels with opaque flame retardant fabrics
and a stylish headbox. The ideal blackout solution for light
sensitive areas such as theatres, cabins and control rooms.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS OF
THE ROLASOLV® RANGE INCLUDE:

FABRICS

STOPLITE® Blackout Blind

LYVERSCREEN® interior control fabrics offer a versatile alternative to
ordinary window coverings. They are stylish and enhance the quality of
natural light from the window. The rich, supple texture of the fabric
gives a classic look to windows while preserving privacy and comfort.
The unique light-filtering qualities of these fabrics help reduce the
fading of curtains, carpets and other interior furnishings, but offer an
outside view, even when in use. Available in a choice of colours and
weaves, these fabrics are also maintenance free.

Housed inside a protective aluminium headbox. Complete with
double side guide channels, light barrier brush strips and expandable
foam. Significantly reduces daylight from entering the room for perfect
sleeping conditions. No chains or cords.
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Choice of operating systems
Manufactured for marine use
Custom-made to order

OPERATING SYSTEMS

Fast and efficient service

Choose from a range of operating systems.

Easy to install and simple to use

Spring options include self lock, constant tension centre pull and
constant tension double pulley. Chain operation is particularly suitable
for high or inaccessible windows.

Almost maintenance free
Quality assured products with a factory
backed guarantee
Discreet when not in use

VARYSTOP® Room Darkening Roller Blind
Housed inside a protective aluminium headbox. Complete with single
side guide channels. Effectively reduces daylight from entering the
room for more comfortable sleeping conditions. No chains or cords.

For the ultimate in convenience there is electric motor operation.
Available with individual, group, master or remote switching,
ROLASOLV® electric roller blinds provide efficient and affordable light
control, smooth operation and improved comfort.

